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The Bar Admission Process, Gatekeeper or
Big Brother: An Empirical Study
PROFESSOR DONALD

H. STONE*

I. INTRODUCTION
Bar examiners face the challenge of determining which applicants to
practice law possess the moral fitness, mental stability and proper character
necessary to be competent lawyers. What are the appropriate questions on
bar applications to provide bar examiners with sufficient information to
screen out unfit and unstable potential attorneys? Do questions on mental
health treatment reveal information that helps predict current and future
ability to practice law? Are questions about substance abuse and treatment
relevant in order to prevent attorney misconduct? Should inquiry of
criminal misconduct be restricted to criminal convictions or should
information about arrests alone be permitted, and should a time frame be
placed on such investigations? Are there certain behaviors or conduct in an
applicant's past that are red flags in predicting present and future misconduct? Does the burden of proof fall on the bar applicant to prove moral
fitness or should it be placed on the shoulders of bar examiners to
demonstrate unfitness? Does federal discrimination law protecting the
disabled prevent scrutiny into a bar applicant's past history of mental illness
and substance abuse, or are certain limits placed on the scope and relevancy
of the inquiry?
The empirical data contained in this article is submitted to serve as a
backdrop for purposes of elaboration and comparison. Forty-eight states'
bar applications were reviewed in order to determine the type of questions
asked for the purpose of screening out persons who bar committees believed
were not morally fit or mentally stable to practice law in their state.' The

* Professor of Law, University of Baltimore School of Law; B.A., 1974, Rutgers;
J.D., 1977, Temple. The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Jennifer Falter,
a law student at the University of Baltimore School of Law and Robert Pool, reference
librarian at the University of Baltimore School of Law.
1. Donald H. Stone, Bar Admission Survey (1994) (unpublished survey on file with
the author) [hereinafter Bar Survey/Admission Survey]. This empirical study reviewed the
state bar applications of forty-eight states, as Oregon and Massachusetts were unavailable.
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Bar Survey focused on four major areas of inquiry, including an applicant's
history of in-patient psychiatric hospitalization and out-patient mental health
treatment, substance abuse and treatment, educational misconduct, and
criminal conduct. 2 In addition, data was collected and analyzed in the areas
of a bar applicant's armed forces discharge, marital status, financial
condition, involvement in a law suit and employment discharge.3 Additionally, the status of "conditional admission" of a bar applicant with a history
of unethical behavior or emotional instability is explored. Finally,
recommendations as to proper bar application questions are proposed for
adoption by state bar examiners.
II. STATISTICAL REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF BAR APPLICATIONS
Bar examiners seek information regarding an applicant's mental health
for both in-patient hospitalization and out-patient treatment. In seventyseven percent of bar applications, questions address an applicant's outpatient treatment. 4 Most questions do not define or explain out-patient
treatment, including a common question that asks: "Have you ever been
treated or counseled for any mental, emotional, or nervous disorder or
condition?"5 A strict interpretation would infer that one visit to a counselor
for an emotional condition must be disclosed to the bar examiners.
However, a more appropriate inquiry should attempt to define and limit this
scrutiny to a course of treatment, such as consultation two or more times
within a twelve month period as is required by bar examiners in Delaware. 6
In North Carolina's application, questions on out-patient treatment are
limited to regular treatment five or more times within a twelve month
period.7 Arkansas limits such inquiry to mental illness that required
continuous treatment for a period of one year or more.'

(1994).

2.
3.
4.
5.

See generally Bar Admission Survey, supra note 1.
See Id.
See graph #IA.
See, e.g., NEBRASKA STATE BAR COMM'N, APPLICATION

6.

BOARD OF BAR EXAMINERS OF THE STATE OF DEL., APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION

FOR EXAMINATION 1

17

TO THE BAR OF THE STATE OF DELAWARE AND FOR PERMISSION TO TAKE THE BAR
EXAMINATION AND THE PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT EXAMINATION I 29(b) (1993).
7. BOARD OF LAW EXAMINERS OF THE STATE OF N.C., APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
TO THE NORTH CAROLINA BAR EXAMINATION, 124(b) (1992).
8. OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMS, SUPREME COURT OF ARK., CHARACTER
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ADMISSION TO THE BAR OF ARKANSAS I 9(f) (1993).
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IA: Inquire about applicant's
outpatient mental health treatment?

No (22.73%)

-Yes (77.27%)
Total Responses: 44
Whether out-patient mental health treatment is limited to a threshold
number of consultations or to ongoing treatment lasting a minimum of one
year, what is necessary is to prohibit bar examiners from inquiring into short
term mental health consultation. Bar applicants who experience emotional
distress due to marital difficulties, death of family members or law school
stress should not be prevented from seeking short-term treatment out of fear
that such consultation must be reported to bar examiners. Bar examiners
should encourage persons to seek treatment for emotional and psychological
difficulties as soon as possible, and not to forestall such help because of a
fear of repercussions during the bar application process. Out-patient
treatment questions that address a mental disorder that may have future
significant complications for a lawyer who engages in the practice of law
are appropriate, but short-term crisis intervention without such implications
should be off-limits to bar examiner's investigations.
Another crucial issue is for what period or time should bar examiners
be permitted to delve into an applicant's history of out-patient mental health
treatment. A significant number of states do not place limits on their
inquiry, seeking out-patient treatment data since an applicant's birth. At
some point, the benefits of seeking such information are outweighed by the
lack of predictability of future unethical or improper conduct. One should
ask whether out-patient treatment obtained twenty years ago has any
relevance into a person's present ability to practice law. Such inquiry
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should be time limited, as is seen in several state applications. In Pennsylvania, for example, information of mental health treatment is limited to the
past three years. 9 Several states place the scope of inquiry to the past five
years,'" and some to within the last ten years."

Q.1A,Pt.2: If yes, inquiry limited

to out-patient mental health treatment within the last:

Unlimited Period I'll
1050Years
Years

-

,

3 Years
1 Year

,

-66%
11%

!....
"

- 3%
-0%

0
Number of responses (Total: 36)

50

Questions pertaining to out-patient mental health treatment for a mental
9. PENNSYLVANIA BOARD OF LAW EXAMINERS, APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO THE
BAR OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF PA. I 11(a) (1991) [hereinafter PENNSYLVANIA
APPLICATION].

10. See

VIRGINIA BOARD OF BAR EXAMINERS, APPLICANT'S CHARACTER AND FITNESS
20(b) (1993) [hereinafter VIRGINIA APPLICATION]; WASHINGTON STATE

QUESTIONNAIRE I

BAR Ass'N, APPLICATION TO TAKE THE BAR EXAMINATION AND FOR ADMISSION TO THE

WASHINGTON STATE BAR ASSOCIATION 11 (1992) [hereinafter WASHINGTON APPLICATION];

BOARD OF BAR EXAMINERS, SUPREME COURT OF WiS., APPLICANT QUESTIONNAIRE AND
AFFIDAVIT
29 (1994); SUPREME COURT OF WyO., APPLICANT QUESTIONNAIRE AND

AFFIDAVIT

27(a) (1992).

11. See

BOARD OF LAW EXAMINERS, STATE OF COLO. SUPREME COURT, APPLICATION
FOR ADMISSION TO THE STATE BAR OF COLORADO 1 39 (1993); CHARACTER AND FITNESS
COMM., SUPREME COURT OF ILL., APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO THE BAR OF ILLINOIS

1 1(j) (1994); TENNESSEE BOARD OF LAW EXAMINERS, APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO

PRACTICE LAW IN TENNESSEE I 13(b) (1994); BOARD OF LAW EXAMINERS, SUPREME COURT
OF TEX., APPLICATION FOR TEXAS BAR EXAMINATION I 13(a) (1994). [hereinafter TEXAS
APPLICATION].
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disorder should be restricted to therapy that involved a minimum of three
sessions within a twelve month period. Furthermore, such inquiry must be
limited to the period of time subsequent to the bar applicant turning age
eighteen. Such investigation should also be limited to the past five years,
as long as this period of time was since the applicant became an adult. In
addition, an applicant's current mental disorder must interfere with the
present ability to practice law. If the mental disorder does not currently
exist, or if the mental disorder has been treated and no longer interferes with
2
a person's ability to practice law, then such inquiry should be prohibited.'
If, however, the mental disorder currently interferes with the person's ability
to properly perform the legal and ethical responsibilities of a lawyer, then
the bar examiners may properly seek such information. To provide such
limits on the scope and depth of inquiry will conform to the mandates of the
3
Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA").'
The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 was signed by President
George Bush on July 26, 1990, creating a sweeping change on the face of
handicapped discrimination law as it protects the rights of disabled
individuals. The effects of the ADA are to prohibit discrimination by
private and governmental agencies and employers against an individual with
a disability. 4 Congress recognized that persons with disabilities suffer
from discrimination which continues to be a serious and pervasive social
problem,' 5 and individuals experiencing various forms of discrimination
6
previously had no legal recourse to redress such discrimination.' The goal.
of the ADA is to provide a clear national mandate for the elimination of
7
discrimination against individuals with disabilities as well as enforcement
8 and enforcement powers.' 9
standards
Bar examiners also seek information regarding in-patient psychiatric
hospitalization of a bar applicant, as seen in 96% of bar applications
surveyed. 20 Such questions have an open-ended time frame, with 69%
being of an unlimited time period, followed by a ten-year time frame in
12. See, e.g.,

WASHINGTON APPLICATION,

supra note 10,

I (which does place such

a limit on mental health treatment for a psychiatric problem that would interfere with an
applicant's ability to practice law).
13. See generally Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-336, 104
Stat. 327 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 12102-12213).
14. Pub. L. No. 101-336 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 12112).
15. Id. § 2(a)(2) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 12101(a)).
16. Id. § 2(a)(4).
17. Id. § 2(b)(1).
18. Id. § 2(b)(2).
19. Id. § 2(b)(3).
20. See Graph #IB.
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18% of the applicants and a five-year time frame in 11% of the applications. 2 ' As in-patient hospitalization for treatment of a mental, emotional
or nervous disorders can range from involuntary commitment of a seriously
mentally ill person who is a danger to self or others to hospitalization for
an eating disorder, bar examiners must determine why they are seeking
certain information and to what extent they believe such information will
predict a person's present ability to practice law. Obtaining such in-patient
psychiatric treatment records may very well assist in predicting future
behavior, however, information about an applicant's behavior that is not
relevant to one's ability to practice law should be privileged. An applicant
must be permitted to explain to bar examiners during the course of their
investigation the nature of the hospitalization, the duration, prognosis, and
future mental health treatment in order for bar examiners to have a clear
picture of an applicant's current ability.

I B: Inquire about applicant's
in-patient mental health treatment?
No (4.17%

'Yes (95.83%)
Total Responses: 45

21. See Graph #1B, pt. 2.
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Q.1B,Pt.2: If yes, inquiry limited
to in-patient mental health treatment within the last:

Unlimited Period
10 Years
5 Years

69%
18%

3 Years
1 Year

2%

0%

0

20

No. of responses (Total: 45)

40

Bar examiners almost universally inquire about an applicant's substance
abuse and treatment for alcohol and drugs. Ninety-eight percent of bar
examiners make such inquiry, with the question ranging from seeking
information about addiction 23 and treatment,24 to simply consulting any
25 Some
doctor about the use of narcotics, drugs or intoxicating liquors.
applications also inquire into whether an applicant has ever used illegal
27 years, 21 or had a problem with
five
during the past
drugs
or narcotics
liquors.
drugs or intoxicating
narcotics,

22. See Graph #2A, pt. 1.

23. See, e.g., SUPREME COURT OF
SION TO THE BAR OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
24. See, e.g.,

PETITION AND QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ADMIS-

15 (1988).

MICHIGAN BOARD OF LAW EXAMINERS, APPLICATION TO SIT FOR THE

MICHIGAN BAR EXAMINATION

25. See

N.H.,

OKLAHOMA

49 (1994).

BOARD

OF BAR EXAMINERS,

APPLICANT'S

REQUEST

FOR

CHARACTER REPORT 23 (1993).
26. See NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF BAR EXAMINERS, REQUEST FOR PREPARATION OF

A CHARACTER REPORT

31 (1994) (application for Arizona applicants).

27. See COMMITrEE ON CHARACTER AND FITNESS OF THE BOARD OF COMM'RS,
ALABAMA STATE BAR, 145 (1991).
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2A,Pt.I: Inquire about
applicant's substance abuse
or treatment?

No (2.08%

"Yes (97.92%)
Total Responses: 48

Bar examiners must be required to significantly limit their investigation
into substance abuse treatment. All questions that relate to mere use alone
should be rephrased to focus on substance abuse that would presently
interfere with an applicant's ability to practice law. The bar application of
Pennsylvania limits its questions to treatment for the use of narcotics, drugs
or intoxicating liquors in the past three years, 2 as does Maine's bar
application, 29 however, a majority of state applications provide no such
time limit.30
It is strongly suggested that substance abuse or treatment of an
applicant while still a juvenile should be prevented from being disclosed.
The relevance of such use or treatment as a juvenile in predicting present
ability to practice law is too remote. Furthermore, substance abuse
counseling obtained by a juvenile may have been consented to by the
applicant's parent. Several problems surface around an application's
informed consent: as to whether the counseling did address substance abuse

28.

PENNSYLVANIA APPLICATION, supra note 9,
11 (b).
29. MAINE APPLICATION, 1(a)(b).
30. See Graph #2A, pt. 2 (53% are unlimited period).
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addiction or merely focus on casual use and whether the applicant's parent
insisted on such treatment for a therapeutic or punitive purpose.

2A,Pt.2: If yes, inquiry limited to

substance abuse treatment within the last:

Unlimited Period
10 Years

-

5 Years

1%
24'

3 Y ears

1 Year

4%

•

0

10'

:::

20
No. of responses (Total: 49)

---

-

0%

30

Bar examiners also seek information regarding a bar applicant's
educational misconduct in ninety-four percent of the bar applications
reviewed.' Several issues of concern in this area include the definition of
educational misconduct and whether it should include disciplinary,
scholastic, criminal, or rules violations. Also, should there be limits to the
misconduct in law school or should inquiry back through college and
secondary school be permissible. Law schools are faced with the often
difficult task of reporting educational misconduct when asked by bar
examiners to certify that its graduating students possess the requisite high
moral conduct.32 Most troubling are inquiries that seek information of an
applicant's behavior in high school that were so remote in time as to be of
33
little or no value in predicting current ability to practice law.

31. See Graph #4A, pt. I (only the states of Alaska, Idaho and Vermont do not seek
information on educational misconduct).
32. Law Schools are asked to certify that its graduating students possess moral fitness.
33. See Graph #4A, pt. 2 (with 19 % applications seeking information on educational
misconduct at all educational institutions, including high school).
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4A,Pt.1: Inquire about

applicant's educational misconduct?
No (6.25%

Yes (93.75%)
Total responses: 48

Q4A, Pt.2: If yes, limit your
inquiry of educational misconduct to:
Percentages are % of poss. responses (48); (Total will not be 100%)

All ed. progs, attended
Coll. & law sch. only
Law school only
Other

2%

-0

s
No. of response.2

20
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Bar examiners should be required to limit their inquiry to educational
institutions beyond high school and to limit the scope of inquiry to those
behaviors exhibited at schools that would predict an applicant's present
ability to practice law, including misconduct involving dishonesty.
Bar examiners universally seek information about an applicant's past
criminal conduct. The broad scope of inquiry is most disturbing as
information is sought about convictions as well as arrests. There are
occasions when an arrest does not lead to a conviction as in the situation
where the prosecutor dismisses the case for lack of probable cause to
proceed or after a not guilty adjudication by a court. However, bar
examiners seek such information of mere arrests, as is seen in a typical
question from the application for the Texas Bar Examination: "Have you,
within the last ten (10) years, been (arrested, cited or ticketed for or charged
with) any violation of the law?"34
In the Connecticut Application for admission to the bar, the inquiry is
35
This form of the
limited to convictions within the past ten years.
question, limiting the inquiry to convictions is a more reasonable and fair
approach. The question, by inference, includes both convictions, for felonies
36 The bar examiners
and misdemeanors, which is universally sought.
should be permitted to seek information regarding an applicant's felony and
misdemeanor convictions that occurred since the applicant became an adult.
However, a limit should be placed on criminal juvenile convictions to those
that are defined as felonies. Behavior of an applicant while still a juvenile
is less of a predictor to current behavior, so a fair and reasonable approach
of such inquiry of juvenile criminal behavior should be limited to felony
convictions.

34. TEXAS APPLICATION, supra note 11,

I1 (b).

35. CONNECTICUT BAR EXAMINING COMM., APPLICATION FOR PRACTICE AS AN
43 (1994).
ATrORNEY IN CONNECTICUT BY EXAMINATION
36. See Graph #5A.
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Q5A: Ask about applicant's
criminal behavior?

%ofyes
responses

Juvenile convictions

100%

Adult arrest for felonies only

Adult arrest for felonies & misdem's.
convictions
for felonies
AdultAdult
convictions
for felonies
and only
mis

0%
__

AdlTocino-f

Details or explan. of the convictions

92%
0%

10%
0%
100%

0 1020304050
(Responses: 48)

I No. of "yes" responses E No. of "no" responses

Bar examiners universally seek detailed information about convictions,
as seen in the Idaho Application 37 which seeks details of an applicant's
criminal behavior, including:
a. a description of the charge;
b. the date the charge was made;
c. the name, address, and telephone number of each person or
entity initiating or bringing the charge;
d. the name, address, and telephone number of each attorney
you retained to assist you in defending the charge;
e. the reason why the charges were brought against
you;
f. the final dispositive of the charge; and,
g. copies of the disposition order of the tribunal sufficient to
describe the substantive resolution of the proceeding.38
This detailed information will be beneficial to both the bar applicant and bar
examiner during the admission proceeding. Such detailed questions,

37.

IDAHO STATE BAR, APPLICATION FOR THE IDAHO BAR EXAMINATION

ADMISSION TO THE IDAHO STATE BAR 1

.38. Id.

19 (1993) [hereinafter

IDAHO APPLICATION].

AND
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however, should be limited to adult felony and misdemeanor convictions and
juvenile felony convictions only. Such time limits appear in some
applications, such as criminal conduct within the past ten years, although
other applications place no time limits, thus all criminal conduct since birth
is sought.39 Bar applications in ninety-six percent of those surveyed place
no time frame on the inquiry.' However, an appropriate time limit, such
as a ten year time frame appears reasonable and sound in terms of balancing
the interests of the bar applicant, bar examiners, and the community at large.

Q5B: Limit your inquiry
to crim. behavior within the last:

Unlimited Period
10 Years

,-6

96%
4%

5 Years
3 Years

0%

1 Year

50

No. of responses (Total: 48)

Bar applications often provide a catch-all question regarding moral
indiscretions. 4' A review of South Carolina's application is typical, which
reads:
Are there any other facts not disclosed by your answers
herein but concerning your background, history, experience, or activities which in your opinion may have a
bearing on your character, moral fitness, or eligibility to
practice law in South Carolina and which should be

39. Compare IDAHO
supra note 11, 1 11 (b).
40. See Graph #5B.
41. See Graph #6A.

APPLICATION,

supra note 37,

19 with

TEXAS APPLICATION,
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placed at the disposal 42or brought to the attention of the
examining authorities?
The difficulty with such a question is the vagueness of the inquiry. With
no specific area or subject matter covered and no time frame specified, it
makes such a question nearly impossible to address. Although the best
intentions may be behind such a question, the vague and over-general form
of the question makes the inquiry inappropriate and unreasonable. Bar
examiners should be required to identify those past behaviors that will
accurately reflect on an applicant's present ability to practice law. The
specific inquiry as to an applicant's criminal convictions, substance abuse
and mental illness will more accurately result in providing bar examiners
with useful information in order to determine an applicant's present ability
to practice law.

Q6A: Inquire about

applicant's moral indiscretion?

No (45.16%)-, ,
-Yes (54.84%)

Total Responses: 31

42.

SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF S.C., APPLICATION I

9(b) (1993).
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Q6A,Pt2: Limit your inquiry
to moral indiscretion within the last:

Unlimited Period
10 Years

100%

"--

1 Year

No. of responses (Total: 13)

20

There are additional questions that bar examiners ask that have little or
no bearing on predicting an applicant's ability to practice law. For example,
forty-three percent of bar examiners request from an applicant information
on divorce or legal separation.43 The predictive value of an applicant's
marital history appears low if the goal is to determine a person's ability to
properly practice law and deal with clients, attorneys and the court system
in a moral and fit manner.
All bar examiners seek details of an applicant's termination from
employment." A typical question seeks the name and address of the
employer, period of employment, position, and reason for leaving.45
Others limit the inquiry to the past ten years, but still insist on the reason
for termination from employment. 46 Many bar applications improperly
seek information on an applicant's financial condition and the more general

43. See Graph #9.
44. See Graph #12. Louisiana also seeks information about an applicant's employment, but does not ask reason for termination. Also, see Graph #8 in which 98 % of bar
examiners seek information on an applicant's armed forces discharge.
45. See, e.g., VIRGINIA QUESTIONNAIRE, supra note 10, 9(6).
46. KANSAS BOARD OF LAW EXAMINERS, PETITION FOR ADMISSION TO THE BAR OF
THE STATE OF KANSAS BY WRITTEN EXAMINATION 1 10 (1994).
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question of being a party to a lawsuit. 47 A more appropriate question
should be designed to limit the inquiry to an applicant's employment
termination that was for conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit, or
misrepresentation.

Q.12: Inquire about an

applicant's discharge from employment?
No (0.00%)

Yes (100.00%)

Total responses: 47

Q.8: Do you inquire about
armed forces discharge?
No (2 .08 %) j

-Yes (97.92%)
Total responses: 48
47. See Graph #10, 1OA, 11.
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Q. 11: Inquire whether an applicant
was a party to any lawsuit?

No (10.64%)

L

Yes (89.36%)

Total responses: 47

Questions regarding an applicant's marital status 48 or financial
condition 49 shed very little, if any, light on one's ability to practice law,
and therefore should be eliminated from Bar applications.

48. See Graph #9.
49. See Graph #10.
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Q.9: Do you inquire about
divorce/legal separation?

No (56.82%)

Yes (43.18%)
Total responses: 44

Q.10: Do you inquire about
applicant's financial condition?

No (22.92%)

-Yes (77.08%)
Total responses: 48
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QIOA-C: If yes, do you
inquire about:

*oos
resp.

a) Delinquent on bills for >90 days?

44%/o

b) Delinquent on bills for any period?
0%

c) Whether a check ever dishonored?

0 5 10152025
No. of responses

II1.

THE COURT DECISIONS

A state can require high standards of qualification, such
as good moral character or proficiency in its law, before
it admits an applicant to the bar, but any qualification
must have a rational connection with the applicant's
5°
fitness or capacity to practice law.
The U.S. Supreme Court confronted the question of the impact on bar
admission of an applicant's past membership in the Communist Party and
his prior arrest record in the 1957 case of Schware v. Board of Bar
Examiners."' The Supreme Court found that a State can require high
standards of qualification, such as good moral character or proficiency in its
law, before it admits an applicant to the bar, but any qualification must have
a rational connection with the applicant's fitness or capacity to practice
law.52 The Court found the State violated the applicant's due process

50. Schware v. Board of Bar Examiners, 353 U.S. 232, 239 (1957).
51. Id. at 234-35.
52. Id. at 239. The court found nothing on the record suggesting Schware engaged in
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rights under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution by
denying bar admission without a showing of a violation of the standards for
qualification.5 3
The U.S. Supreme Court faced the issue of a bar applicant's refusal to
cooperate in the bar admission investigation by failing to respond to
questions regarding Communist Party affiliation.54 The California Committee of Bar Examiners were justified, according to the U.S. Supreme Court,
in refusing to certify Raphael Konigsberg for admission to the California
bar.55 Courts continue to review bar committee's determination that an
applicant lacks the high moral character necessary to practice law. Bar
committee's inquiry into an applicant's background has been extended to
uncovering history of mental illness, substance abuse, criminal behavior, and
educational misconduct.
A. MENTAL ILLNESS

The Supreme Court of Illinois, involving In re Martin-Trigonaplaced
the burden of establishing good moral character and fitness to practice law
upon the applicant. 56 The Bar Committee requested the applicant to
undergo a psychiatric examination due to allegations of mental illness. The
Court found the applicant lacked the qualities of responsibility, candor,
fairness, self-restraint, objectivity and respect for the judicial system and
denied the application for admission.57 Failure to cooperate with the bar
admission process when an applicant's mental health is being questioned
will frequently result in denial of bar admission.
Ten years later, the Supreme Court of Florida heard the claim of a bar
applicant who was required to disclose a history of psychological and
medical treatment relevant to the applicant's moral character and fitness.58
The State Board of Bar Examiners sought information on the bar applicant's
regular mental health treatment, in which he refused to respond to the
following inquiry: "Have you ever received REGULAR treatment for

conduct during the past 15 years reflecting adversely on his conduct. Id.
53. Id. at 247.
54. Konigsberg v. State Bar, 366 U.S. 36, 37-40 (1961).
dissenting) (relying on a person's free
55. See id. at 56; but see id. at 59 (Black, J.,
speech and association as overriding the bar admission process, as here, where the State Bar
merely suspects Konigsberg is a member of the Communist Party).
1973) The applicant refused the
56. In re Martin-Trigona, 302 N.E.2d 68 (I11.
psychiatric exam, which formed a basis for denial of bar admission.
57. Id. at 73.
58. In re Applicant, 443 So. 2d 71 (Fla. 1983) (alleging that an applicant was denied
his right to privacy and due process of law).
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amnesia, or any form of insanity, emotional disturbance, nervous or mental
disorder?" 59
Regular treatment was defined as consultation with a psychologist or
psychiatrist more than two times within any twelve month period. The court
stated that an applicant's past history of regular treatment for emotional
disturbance furthers the legitimate state interest in ensuring that only those
fit to practice law are admitted to the Bar. 60 The Court authorized such
inquiries because of a lawyer's constant interaction with the public. 6,
The Supreme Court of Florida also provided the state Board of Bar
Examiners with great flexibility in permitting inquiry into an applicant's
mental and emotional fitness to practice law by refusing to place a time
limitation on information sought from the applicant.6 2 The dangers of this
unlimited inquiry into an applicant's past can not be overstated, especially
when the validity of predicting future behavior based on distant past mental
illness has not been fully documented. A reasonable time limitation that
balances the ability to predict future behavior and an applicant's privacy
rights must be recognized by bar examiners. Although the applicant has the
burden of demonstrating fitness for admission to practice law, the dissent in
Florida Board of Bar Examiners Re: Applicant recognized the need for
some time frame incorporated into past treatment for emotional disturbance.63
In the recent case of In re Mort,64 the burden of proof in establishing
character and fitness, according to the court, rests solely on the shoulders of
the bar applicant. 65 This applicant's medical history revealed treatment for
depression, schizophrenia, paranoid ideas and auditory hallucinations. The
court placed the burden on the applicant to establish that problems
associated with his past mental health did not affect his present fitness to

59. Id. at 72 (finding that the applicant was asked for the names and addresses of the
psychologists and psychiatrists that treated him).
60. Id. at 74; see also Goldfarb v. Virginia State Bar, 421 U.S. 773 (1975) (holding
that the state has a compelling state interest in regulating the legal profession).
61. In re Applicant, 443 So. 2d at 74; see also Petition of Rubin, 323 So. 2d 257 (Fla
1975) (holding that the inquiry into an applicant's past history of regular treatment for
emotional disturbance furthers the legitimate state interest since mental fitness and emotional
stability are essential to practice law).
62. In re Applicant, 443 So. 2d at 75 (rejecting the psycho-therapist-patient privilege
when the patient relies upon his mental and emotional fitness to establish his suitability for
admission).
63. Id. at 77 (holding that past treatment ten or fifteen years ago is. not relevant to
fitness today).
64. In re Mort, 560 N.E.2d 204 (Ohio 1990).
65. Id. at 204.
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practice law. 66 As Mort was unable to meet this burden, he was denied
admission to the Ohio Bar. The applicant failed to offer evidence establishing his present mental health, and therefore failed to carry his burden of
proof. The court left the door open for Mort to reapply for admission,
contingent on several factors including demonstrating to the board his
present character and fitness to practice law.67
The Supreme Court of Ohio again heard the claim of an applicant
denied admission due to lack of mental fitness. 68 The applicant, who was
previously diagnosed as having a personality disorder, was involuntarily
committed to a psychiatric facility for treatment of her mental illness. The
bar committee, evaluating her fitness to practice law, expressed concern that
the applicant's psychological troubles may be manifested episodically to the
detriment of her future clients and challenges. 69 The court was persuaded
by noting the broad spectrum of duties, responsibilities and challenges of a
lawyer as it denied the application for admission.7 °
The broad spectrum of a lawyer's duties makes predicting future
behavior an extremely burdensome responsibility. A law applicant's ability
to practice law for many years to come balanced against unknown future
clients and an array of challenges that comes with it makes scrutiny into
mental health so crucial. It is necessary that bar committees concentrate
their inquiry into an applicant's behavior and not simply a psychiatric label
placed on a person who received psychological treatment. Blanket questions
of mental health counseling with no time limits should be carefully
scrutinized by courts. In-patient hospitalization, follow up treatment and
current behavior of an applicant are more relevant to predicting future
behavior than mere speculation. The concern of bar committees in
preventing future attorney misconduct is admirable, but one must recognize
the reality that predicting such misconduct is extremely problematic and
difficult.
B. SUBSTANCE ABUSE
A recently published report of the Association of American Law
Schools Special Committee on Problems of Substance Abuse in the Law
Schools exposed the problem of alcohol and drug use in law schools.7'
66. Id. at 205.

67. Id. (holding that Mort must wait at least six months after the February 2, 1990
Board of Commissions on Character and Fitness Board meeting).
68. In re Application of Bower, 605 N.E.2d 6 (Ohio 1992).

69. Id. at 7.

70. Id.
71. Alfred F. Conrad, A Lovable Law Review, 44 J. LEGAL EDUC. 1 (1994).
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Data collected from a law student survey detailed a large number of law
students in this country are very frequent users of alcohol or illicit drugs.72
The Law Student Survey revealed that law students may be developing
behavior- patterns that may eventually become problematic later in their
professional careers.73 The implication of the surveys raise grave concern
for bar disciplinary committees as well as the public at large.
In one such case, In re Glenville, 4 the Supreme Court of Illinois
recognized that the bar applicant bore the burden of proving he possessed
good moral character and general fitness. Sometimes that burden is
extremely difficult to overcomeas the bar applicant with an alcohol problem
did prove he was rehabilitated. 75 However, the court concluded that his
past misconduct cannot be lessened by his subsequent exemplary conduct.76
The court's rather harsh view of an applicant suffering from alcoholism
in Glenville was viewed with a more sympathetic eye in the Supreme Court
of Minnesota's ruling In re Haukebo.77 The bar applicant who had been
convicted three times of driving while intoxicated could overcome the State
Board of Bar Examiner's finding of lack of good moral character by
successful completion of a treatment program.78 The court recognized the
need for good moral character as a permissible prerequisite for admission to
a state bar. 79 However, the enlightened court recognized alcoholism as a
disease, which can be controlled by treatment. 80 The court cast aside
viewing alcoholism as necessarily involving moral turpitude or adversely
reflecting on an individual's honesty, fairness, or respect for the rights of
others for the law. 8' According to the Haukebo court, an applicant's moral
character should not be judged solely on the basis of an applicant's status
as an alcoholic.82 Rather, the court forcefully stated, an applicant should
72. Id. at 44 (indicating that out of 129,580 J.D. students enrolled at ABA approved
law schools in the Fall, 1991, 4,900 law students are using alcohol on essentially a daily
basis).
73. Id. at 45 (reporting that law students admit to using alcohol to relax or relieve
tension).
74. 565 N.E.2d 623 (Ill. 1990).
75. Id. at 629. The applicant attended AA meetings and dedicated his life to abstinence.
76. Id. at 629 (denying applicant's petition for admission).
77. 352 N.W.2d 752 (Minn. 1984).
78. Id. at 753 (holding that an applicant must provide bar committee with either a
satisfactory chemical dependency evaluation or completion of a treatment program).
79. Id. at 754; see also Law Students Civil Rights Research Council v. Wadmond, 401
U.S. 154 (1971).
80. In re Haukebo, 352 N.W.2d at 755.

81. Id.

82. Id.
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be judged on the basis of that person's past and present pattern of conduct
or behavior.83 Haukebo's bar admission was to be judged on his pattern
of conduct and behavior, the appropriate benchmark for predicting whether
or not a bar applicant will exercise good moral conduct as a practicing
attorney.
In another case involving an applicant's alcoholism, In re Palmer,8
the Supreme Court of Ohio required successful completion of an alcohol
abuse program prior to bar admission. In order to protect against recurrent
alcohol abuse problems, the bar panel on character and fitness required
evidence of successful participation in the substance abuse program. The
court accepted the Board of Commissioners on Character and Fitness
prerequisites and permitted the bar applicant, upon proof he possessed the
requisite character and fitness, to be permitted to reapply for the next bar
examination. 6 The court's approach realistically recognized the dangers
of alcoholism to potential clients and set appropriate and attainable
conditions for the bar applicant.
Should bar applicants be held to a higher standard of conduct than
licensed attorneys? Yes, according to the sweeping decision handed down
by the Supreme Court of Appeals of West Virginia in Frasher v. West
Virginia Board of Law Examiners. 7 The court flatly rejected the bar
applicant's equal protection claim, which asserts that it is particularly
invidious that one who has not committed ethical violations by past specific
incidents of misconduct is subjected to more stringent regulation than those
who have previously committed ethical violations or who are in a position
to do so.8 8 The Frashercourt analyzes the legitimate differences existing
between bar applicants and licensed attorneys and concludes the two groups
are not similarly situated, whereby denial of admission to the bar is not
89
equivalent to an attorney facing disciplinary action or restatement.

83. Id. (placing of the burden on the bar applicant to prove that similar immoral
conduct will not occur in the future).
84. 572 N.E.2d 668 (Ohio 1991).
85. Id. at 668.
86. Id. at 669 (knowing that the next bar exam would be given approximately eight
months later).
87. 408 S.E.2d 675 (W. Va 1991).
88. Id. at 678; see also Israel v. Secondary Sch. Activities Comm'n, 388 S.E.2d 480
(W. Va. 1989).
89. Licensed attorneys have already met character qualifications, proven their
knowledge and fitness to practice law and are governed by the Rules of Professional
Conduct, while bar applicants are governed by the Rules of Admission. Furthermore, the
court notes that licensed attorneys facing disciplinary charges are dealing with definite
charges while the bar applicant is trying to prove his fitness for admission.
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Therefore, the court authorizes a higher standard of good moral character
may be applied for bar admission, so long as a rational connection exists
with the applicant's fitness or capacity to practice law. 90 The court also
recognizes the necessity for abstinence from alcohol and sufficient passage
of time. However, the bar applicant must still offer proof that he has
rehabilitated his character by demonstrating a course of conduct that enables
the Board of Law Examiners to conclude there is little likelihood the
applicant will engage in the pattern of conduct or behavior that led to the
Board's denial.9' The Frashercourt appropriately focused on the applicant's behavior, rather than on the label as that of a person suffering from
alcoholism.
C. MORAL INDISCRETIONS

Several courts have grappled with bar applicant's moral indiscretions,
ranging from educational misconduct, military discharge, lying on bar
applications and financial mismanagement. The Supreme Court of Appeals
of West Virginia addressed the constitutional ramifications of the Board of
Law Examiners inquiry into an applicant's affiliation with organizations
advocating the violent or forceful overthrow of the government. 92 In
rejecting the Board of Law Examiners attempt to deny bar admission to
Pushinsky for failure to respond to membership in such organizations, the
court clearly described such question as an attempt to determine a bar
applicant's political philosophy rather than one's moral weakness.93
Relying on earlier cases, the court declared:
Admission to membership in the legal profession is a
privilege granted in the interest of the public to those who
are morally fit and mentally qualified for the sole purpose
of protecting the unwary and the ignorant from injury at
the hands of persons unskilled or unlearned in the law.94

90. Frasher,408 S.E.2d at 679; see also Schware v. Board of Bar Examiners, 353 U.S.
232 (1952); Pushinsky v. Board of Law Examiners, 266 S.E.2d 444 (W. Va. 1980).
91. Frasher, 408 S.E.2d at 683; see also an interesting article on the issue of
confidentiality, self-disclosure and the concern that bar applications requiring self-disclosure
of alcoholism may deter law students from seeking necessary treatment, Michael Distelhorst,
The ProblematicNature of a Confidentiality Differential in Cases of Law Practitioner Versus
Law Student Chemical Dependency, 2 THE BAR EXAMINER 24, (1993).
92. Pushinsky v. Board of Law Examiners, 266 S.E.2d 444 (W. Va. 1980).
93. Id. at 450.
94. State Bar v. Earley, 109 S.E.2d 420, 435 (W. Va. 1959).
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The court drew a clear line between appropriate bar inquiry into areas which
shed light on a lawyer's conduct that effects client representation and
political beliefs that are irrelevant. In Lubetzky v. State Bar of California,95
the court outlined the rule placing the burden of proving the possession of
good moral character squarely on the shoulders of the bar applicant. The
State Bar panel presented evidence of bad character, including a pattern of
harassment by using the courts for personal reasons, omission on the bar
examination application, unconsented taping of telephone conversations and
the sending of obscene mail.' The court, after carefully reviewing these
allegations, concluded that the State Bar's case-in-rebuttal failed to rebut the
bar applicant's prima facie case of good moral character and therefore
certified him as qualified to be admitted to practice law.97
Fiscal -irresponsibility has been a major source of litigation in bar
admission proceedings. An applicant was refused certification for admission
98
to the Montana Bar for a pattern of neglect of financial responsibility.
The Supreme Court of Florida in reviewing a bar applicant who incurred
high credit card debts while in law school and declared bankruptcy, clearly
articulated the need to look at the reasons for an applicant's financial
difficulty in order to preclude admission to the bar. 99 The court correctly
admitted the bar applicant, acknowledging that her financial difficulties in
law school were not a result of financial irresponsibility. loo The court
found that her decision to declare bankruptcy was not morally reprehensible.'0 ' It is crucial that courts scrutinize closely the reasons that lead up
95. 815 P.2d 341 (Cal. 1991) (holding that the bar applicant must present sufficient
evidence of good moral character to establish a prima facie case and then the Bar committee
has the opportunity to rebut that showing with evidence of bad character).
96. Id. at 344 (the court distinguished between affirmative misstatements intended to
place the applicant at an unfair advantage and unintentional nondisclosure which in this case
the court found, were not morally significant).
97. Id. at 351. See Daniel C. Brennan, Defining Moral Characterand Fitness, 58
THE BAR EXAMINER 24, 30 (1989) (listing several factors which may evidence good moral
character and fitness including: honesty, fairness, reliability, integrity, candor, discretion,
respect for the rights of others, fiscal responsibility, mental and emotional stability. Factors
which may evidence a lack of good moral character and fitness include: conviction of a
felony or crime of moral turpitude, participation in frivolous litigation, non-payment of child
support, mental instability, misuse of alcohol or controlled substance, lack of candor on bar
application, academic misconduct and employee theft).
98. In re Pedersen, 820 P.2d 1288 (Mont. 1991) (involving a number of debt collection
actions against applicant).
99. In re S.M.D., 609 So. 2d 1309 (Fla. 1992).
100. Id. at 1312 (finding that her debts were incurred in order for her to go to school
and sustain herself, in addition to incurring several of the debts as a result of divorce).
101. Id. at 1312; see also Alexandra Stevens, Law School Graduate Who Declare
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to the financial difficulty and bankruptcy discharge, as was done in In re
S.M.D., in order to clearly determine if such conduct was beyond the control
of the applicant.
In an earlier decision, the Supreme Court of Florida rejected the bar
applicant's petition for admission as a result of discharging his financial
obligations through bankruptcy. 0 2 The court was most disturbed with the
manner in which the bar applicant discharged his debts, specifically by
pursuing his bankruptcy petition without making a full effort to secure
employment. The bar applicant asserts that the filing of bankruptcy is a
statutory right available to all and this should not reflect adversely on his
character and fitness.'0 3 The court, in denying the bar admission, focused
its decision on good moral character which emphasizes honesty, fairness and
respect for the rights of others.'1 4 The court was most distressed with the
applicant's conduct in personal affairs which raises serious questions
concerning the propriety of his being a counselor to others in their legal
affairs." 5 The court's efforts to predict his behavior with clients was
based on his conduct in handling his own financial matters in the recent
past. This sort of inquiry seems more appropriate than simply generalizing
that all person's who file bankruptcy are per se morally unfit to practice
law. The case by case determination of moral fitness, as opposed to blanket
generalizations, appears to be the appropriate course of action.
In certain instances, bar applicants run the risk of denial of bar
admission for their lack of candor in disclosing financial difficulties. That
was the case In re Johnson.'06 The Board to Determine Fitness of Bar
Applicants found that Johnson failed to fully disclose the existence of
student loans, failed to disclose he defaulted on student loans and failed to
disclose money judgements by Sears and Amoco and therefore denied
certification to the bar. 10 7

Bankruptcy: Unfit For Admission To The Bar? 62 THE BAR EXAMINER 11 (1993)
(recognizing that the average law student graduates $86,000 in debt, financial difficulties of
bar applicants will continue to challenge the courts).
102. In re G.W.L., 364 So. 2d 454 (Fla. 1978).
103. Id. at 457. The applicant further asserted that his debt discharge was not done
fraudulently nor was it morally reprehensible.
104. Id. at 458; see also Florida Bar v. Davis, 361 So. 2d 159 (Fla. 1978).
105. In re G.W.L, 364 So. 2d at 459. The applicant suffered no unusual misfortune or
financial catastrophe prior to filing for bankruptcy.
106. 384 S.E.2d 668 (Ga. 1989); see also In re Chittum, 402 S.E.2d 729 (Ga. 1991)
(giving false, misleading or evasive answers on the bar application may be grounds for denial
of bar application).
107. Id. at 669; see also In re Beasley 252 S.E.2d 615 (Ga. 1979) (finding that false,
misleading or evasive answers on the bar application may be grounds for finding a lack of
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In an important case involving a bar applicant's financial difficulties,
the Supreme Court of North Dakota elaborates on inappropriate misconduct.'0 8 Relying on "Statutes and Rules Governing Admission to the Bar"
in North Dakota, the State Bar Board will assess the weight significance of
any inappropriate conduct by considering the following factors:
- the applicant's age at the time of the conduct
- the recency of the conduct
- the reliability of the information concerning the conduct
- the seriousness of the conduct
- the factors underlying the conduct
- the cumulative effect of conduct or information
- the evidence of rehabilitation
- the applicant's positive social contributions since the
conduct
- the applicant's candor in the admissions process
the materiality of any omissions or misrepresentations" 9
Mere suspicion that a bar applicant lacks a good moral
character is not sufficient to deny a bar application according to In
re Tobiga." ° Moral character, according to the court, must be
judged at the time of admission, although prior alleged wrongdoing,
reflecting adversely upon applicant's character is relevant."' The
applicant's behavior and actions, as reported to the court by faculty,
judges, a nun, and practicing attorneys vouch for his moral character
and honesty and therefore he is to be admitted to the bar of the state
of Oregon. 112
-

character and fitness).
108. Layon v. North Dakota State Bar Board, 458 N.W.2d 501 (N.D. 1990). The
applicant's inappropriate behavior included unlawful conduct, false statements, fraud, neglect
of financial responsibilities and compulsive gambling.
109. Id. at 509 (rejecting the bar application, believing he was not sufficiently
rehabilitated).
110. 791 P.2d 830 (Or. 1990); see also Juliette Perkins, Sexual Orientationand Good
Moral Character - Is Inquiry Permissible?,62 THE BAR EXAMINER 14, 15 (1993).
111. In re Tobiga, 791 P.2d at 832.
112. Id. at 833 (finding that these comments are based on actual contact with him).
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When a bar applicant lacks good moral character resulting from
misstatements on the bar application regarding high school attendance, failure to list residences, misrepresenting himself as a police
officer and receiving 200 to 400 parking tickets, the question often
arises as to when, if at all, a person such as this should be permitted
to apply for bar admission."' The court did not believe such
behavior should bar the applicant for life from the practice of law,
but rather permit the applicant to reapply for admission after
passage of time." 4 Depending on the scope and extent of the
applicant's past behavior, concrete efforts towards successful
rehabilitation and passage of time, the applicant should be seriously
considered for admission to the bar.
Several other issues are raised from time to time in denying a
admission. The Supreme Court of Minnesota heard
applicant's
bar
the claim of a bar applicant who had engaged in sexual misconduct
with clients while he was an officer in the Marines." 5 The court
rejected the claim that mere passage of time was sufficient to
establish good character 6after a lack of moral character and fitness
had been demonstrated."
Inappropriate behavior of law students has formed the basis of
a denial of admission in the District of Columbia Court of Appeals
decision In re Mustafa." 7 Although the Bar Committee on
Admissions heard evidence that the applicant converted law school
funds for his personal use, they recommended that he be admitted
to the bar. The court rejected the application, citing that only a
The
short period of time had elapsed since the misconduct."'
court articulated its position in requiring the applicant to demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that the applicant possessed
good moral character and fitness to practice law." 9 The court was
hopeful that Mustafa could establish good moral character at some
future date, but at present are unpersuaded that he now possesses
113. In re De Bartolo, 488 N.E.2d 947 (II1.1986). The Bar Committee found that these
behaviors raised questions regarding applicant's stability, integrity and character.
114. Id. at 949. The committee shall consider relevant matters reflecting on moral
character and fitness.
115. In re Bellino, 478 N.W.2d 507 (Minn. 1991).
116. Id. at 510.
117. 631 A.2d 45 (D.C. Ct. App. 1993).
118. Id. at 45. The.applicant converted approximately $3,510 of funds from law school
moot court program for his personal use.
119. Id. at 46 (finding that no criminal convictions existed as applicant made restitution).
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those qualities of truth-speaking, of a high sense of honor, of granite
discretion, of the strictest observation of fiduciary responsibility that
have .. .been compendiously described as the "moral character
necessary for the practice of law."1 20 Again, the Court demanded
a demonstration of high moral behavior subsequent to applicant's
moral indiscretion and not simply a certain passage of time.
The case of In re Zbiegien" involving law school plagiarism
did not rise to a level to disqualify the applicant from bar admission. As the court found applicant's action as a single incident and
not a pattern of conduct, applicant did not lack the requisite
character and fitness to practice law. The court was persuaded that
the applicant's remorse and candor in the application process,
explanation of the plagiarism incident, could supply the necessary
evidence or reform and rehabilitation. 122 The court's distinction
between one incident and a course of conduct of unethical behavior
is sound and well reasoned. In order for bar committees to screen
out applicants who may practice unethical behavior in the future, it
is best to do so with concrete evidence of a pattern of recent
unethical behavior.
D. CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR

Courts have been confronted with the issue of a bar applicant's
prior criminal behavior. Should a bar committee place the burden
of establishing good moral character on the bar applicant, what role
does rehabilitation play in the bar admission process, and should a
bar applicant with a criminal arrest or conviction ever be permitted
to practice law? In a leading case, In re Manville,123 the District
of Columbia Committee on Admissions refused to recommend an
applicant for admission who was convicted of a felony more than
ten years earlier. 24 Daniel Manville pled guilty to voluntary
manslaughter that resulted from a drug incident that led to a death.
Believing that Manville had been fully rehabilitated, the court
rejected a per se rule excluding all former felons from practicing
law in the District of Columbia.' 25 The court correctly approved
120. Id. at 48 (quoting Schware v. Board of Bar Examiners, 353 U.S. 232 (1957)).
121. 433 N.W.2d 871 (Minn. 1988).
122. Id. at 876. The applicant's law school dean found the law school paper that
formed the basis of the plagiarism was one of "omission rather than intent".
123. 538 A.2d 1128 (D.C. Ct. App. 1988).
124. In re Manville, 538 A.2d 1128 (D.C. Ct. App. 1988).
125. Id. at 1137.
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to an over
an individualized determination of present moral fitness
12 6
felons.
previous
all
excluding
categorization
inclusive
According to Justice Frankfurter, good moral character is seen
as:
All the interests of man that are comprised under the
constitutional guarantees given to "life, liberty, and
property" are in the professional keeping of lawyers....
From a profession charged with such responsibility there
must be exacted those qualities of truth-speaking, of a
high sense of honor, of granite discretion, of the strictest
observance of fiduciary responsibility, that have, throughbeen compendiously described as "moral
out the centuries,
27
character."1
In an earlier decision by the District of Columbia Court of Appeals, In
factors to be considered in
re Manville, the court identified a list 1of
28
determining moral fitness, which include:
(1) the nature and character of the offenses committed
(2)

the number and duration of offenses

(3) the age and maturity of the applicant when the
offenses were committed
(4) the social and historical context in which the offenses
were committed
(5) the sufficiency of the punishment undergone and
restitution made in connection with the offenses
(6) the grant or denial of a pardon for offenses committed
(7) the number of years that have elapsed since the last
offense was committed, and the presence or absence of
misconduct during that period
(8) the applicant's current attitude about the prior
offenses

126. Id.
127. Schware, 353 U.S. at 247 (Frankfurter, J., concurring).
128. In re Manville, 494 A.2d at 1289.
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(9) the applicant's candor, sincerity and full disclosure in
the filings and proceedings on character and fitness
(10) the applicant's constructive activities and accomplishments subsequent to the criminal convictions
(11) the opinions of character witnesses about the applicant's moral fitness.
Subsequent to In re Manville, the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals In re Demos reached an opposite result in denying bar admission
to a bar applicant convicted of assault and found guilty of contempt for
unauthorized practice of law.129 Distinguishing itself from the earlier case
In re Manville, the Demos court acknowledged that in Manville's case, a
considerable period of time passed since the applicant's behavior, there was
substantial evidence of rehabilitation and there was ample evidence of
remorse. 130
Recognizing the court's duty to protect the public from dishonesty and
incompetency on the part of attorneys, the Supreme Court of Illinois rejected
the application In re Loss.' 31 Placing the burden of proving good moral
character on the bar applicant, the court was not persuaded by a clear and
convincing evidence standard that the applicant had been rehabilitated to be
a fit person to practice law.' 32 Justice Simon in the Loss dissent was most
concerned that the court denied admission to the bar applicant when the
Committee on Character and Fitness certified the person as fit to practice
law. 133 He rejects the majority's requirement that clear and convincing
proof of good present moral character be shown. 33' Loss should not,
according to Justice Simon, be held to the same standard as a disbarred

129. In re Demos, 579 A.2d 668 (D.C. Ct. App. 1990); see also In re
Demos, 564 A.2d 1147 (D.C. Ct. App. 1989).
130. 579 A.2d at 671. The conviction was within past few years, little evidence of
remorse was shown and no evidence of rehabilitation presented to the bar committee.
131. 518 N.E.2d 981 (III. 1987). The applicant was arrested and convicted for disorderly
conduct, selling marijuana, and possession of heroin, cocaine and marijuana.
132. Id. at 985. The court found that the applicant was not ready to return to a
beneficial, constructive and trustworthy role in society.
133. Id. at 995. The court, according to Justice Simon, has significantly changed the
admission process without notice.
134. Id. at 997; but see Vaughn v. Board. of Bar Examiners, 759 P.2d 1026 (Okla.
1988). The applicant's criminal charges were dismissed and the acquittal was not resjudicata
for the purposes of determining character and fitness.
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lawyer seeking reinstatement of proof by clear and convincing evidence as
35
Loss has never breached nor abused a position of public trust.'
Courts continue to require the bar applicant establish good character
and fitness to the satisfaction of the Board of Law Examiners as was seen
required the bar applicant
In re Brown. 3 6 The Court in In re R.D.I'
to prove good moral character that is supported by competent, substantial
evidence. 38 The court was most concerned with the applicant's failure to
disclose his arrests on his law school application and his lack of disclosure
on his employment application that demonstrated he has not been sufficiently rehabilitated for admission to the bar. 3 9
by Justice Brown
The benefits of good moral character were described
14
0
License:
for
Applicants
re
In
in
dissenting
1906,
in
Legal learning may be acquired in after years, but if the
applicant passes the threshold of the bar with a bad moral
character the chances are that his character will remain
bad, and that he will become a disgrace instead of an
ornament to his great calling--a curse instead of a benefit
to his community--a quirk, a Gammon, or a Snap, instead
of a Davis, a Smith or a Ruffin.
The court in In re J.H.K.14' expect no less than absolute candor from
the bar applicant. The importance of truth and honesty in the bar application
procedure cannot be overstated.
The Supreme Court of Oregon was asked to address the question of
whether an applicant for admission who was convicted of a felony should
be in a more favorable position than a similarly situated attorney applying
for reinstatement. 42 The court commented that an attorney in applicant's
position would be disbarred and not permitted to apply for reinstatement for

135. Id. at 998. See also In re Zahn, 413 N.E.2d 421 (II1. 1980).
136. 467 N.W.2d 622 (Minn. 1991) (bar applicant guilty of arson).
137. 581 So. 2d 27 (Fla. 1991).
138. In re R.D.I., 581 So. 2d 27 (Fla. 1991); See also In re Cason, 294 S.E.2d 520 (Ga.
1982) (holding that proof of rehabilitation must be shown by clear and convincing evidence).
139. In re R.D.L, 581 So. 2d at 31. See also In re Weems, 580 N.E.2d 1096 (Ohio
1991). The bar applicant testified falsely in court about asking a potential witness to lose
incriminating records.
140. 55 S.E. 635, 642 (N.C. 1906). See also In re Willis, 215 S.E.2d 771 (N.C. 1975).
The good moral character requirement for bar admission was a constitutionally permissible
standard.
141. 581 So. 2d 37 (Fla. 1991) (failing to properly disclose juvenile convictions).
142. In re Jaffee, 806 P.2d 685 (Or. 1991). The applicant was convicted of the manufacture of a controlled substance, a felony.
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five years. 4 3 The court strongly believed an applicant for admission
should not be in a more favorable position than a similarly situated attorney
applying for reinstatement.'4 The criminal acts committed by the applicant, as seen by the court, reflected adversely on his honesty, trustworthiness
and fitness to practice law and engaged in conduct prejudicial to the
administration of justice. 145 The dissent in In re Cunningham'4 raised
the issue of whether courts were more harsh with applicants than practicing
attorneys, believing they were in denying bar admission for failure to
disclose a paternity action to the Board of Law Examiners.
Courts look carefully at an applicant's rehabilitative behavior subsequent to criminal conduct as a barometer of present moral fitness. In
addition, courts such as the case in In re Polinl.47 also look at the criminal
conduct itself in determining present good moral character. Some fifteen
years had passed since the applicant was convicted of rape and robbery in
In re Childress,4 8 but the court rejected the bar applicant for his failure
to demonstrate proper rehabilitation. Although a record of a felony
conviction does not automatically preclude one's bar admission, the more
serious the misconduct, the greater the showing of rehabilitation required.1 49 The length of time without evidence of unsatisfactory behavior
turns on the applicant's age, the duration of unsatisfactory conduct as well
as the nature of the unacceptable behavior according to the court in In re
Rowell. 5 The Court was persuaded that in the four years since applicant's criminal conduct involving drug and alcohol abuse, he demonstrated
sufficient evidence of current good moral character necessary to be admitted
as a lawyer, specifically decreased drug and alcohol use and candor towards

143. Id. at 687. See also In the Matter of Anonymous, 587 N.E.2d 286 (N.Y. 1991)
(discussing the standard of review).
144. Jaffee, 806 P.2d at 687.
145. Id. at 687 (noting four factors that would likely disbar him for violations include
seriousness of crime, duration of criminal conduct, commission of more than one offense and
presence of aggravating factors).
146. 502 N.W.2d 53 (Minn. 1993).
147. 596 A.2d 50 (D.C. Ct. App. 1991). The applicant was convicted of possession of
cocaine with intent to distribute it, and the court also was concerned with the relatively short
period of rehabilitation.
148. 561 N.E.2d 614 (Ill. 1990) (placing the burden of demonstrating good moral
character and fitness on the bar applicant).
149. Id. at 620. See also In re Matthews, 462 A.2d 165 (N.J. 1993) (requiring a bar
applicant to stand free from all suspicion).
150. 754 P.2d 905 (Or. 1988) (finding that the applicant's criminal history involved
drug and alcohol use).
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the bar in which he admitted his past convictions and inappropriate behavior.151
The Court of Appeals of Maryland was confronted with the bar
applicant who, fourteen years earlier, had driven the getaway car in a bank
robbery. 152 Relying on the opinion evidence of those who knew the
applicant, including friends, employees and professors, the court was
convinced that he possessed the present moral character and fitness to be
admitted to the Maryland Bar.1 53 The same court, a year earlier, rejected
the bar application of a person who committed mail fraud. 154 The Court
failed to see full and complete rehabilitation, specifically pointing out that
the applicant's lack of candor to the State Board of Bar Examiners was most
distressing to the Court. 55
are
The factors to be considered in assessing an applicant's conduct
156
enumerated by the Supreme Court of Minnesota in In re Noske:
(1) the applicant's age at the time of conduct
(2) the recency of the conduct
(3) the reliability of the information concerning the
conduct
(4) the seriousness of the conduct
(5)

the factors underlying the conduct

151. Id. at 907-08 (noting that the slow and steady improvement in applicant's behavior
was crucial). See In re Parker, 838 P.2d 54 (Or. 1992) (rejecting a bar applicant for his
continued misstatement of facts about prior dishonest conduct).
152. In re G.L.S., 439 A.2d 1107 (Md. 1982) (rejecting application for a crime
committed when applicant was 19 years of age); In re George B., 466 A.2d 1286 (Md. 1992)
(rejecting bar application six years after applicant released from prison for attempted armed
bank robbery).
153. In re G.L.S. at 1118. But see id. (citing the dissent in Maryland State Bar Ass'n
v. Agnew, 318 A.2d 811 (Md. 1974)).
154. In re K.B., 434 A.2d 541 (Md. 1981) (involving four separate fraudulent applications for credit accounts, as the court noted the mail fraud was a repetitive course of conduct
demonstrating a serious character flaw).
155. Id. at 545. The applicant's continued course of conduct caused the most distress
to the court and truthfulness and candor are key character qualifications. See also In re
R.B.R., 609 So. 2d 1302 (Fla. 1992) (rejecting bar applicant for continued lack of candor to
Board of Bar Examiners).
156. 470 N.W.2d 116 (Minn. 1991). The applicant's prior conduct involved dishonesty,
fraud, deceit and misrepresentation in sham real estate transactions. As patterns of
misconduct reflect unfavorably on moral character and fitness, the applicant must overcome
the "presumption that similar conduct will recur in the future." In re Haukebo, 352 N.W.2d
752, 755 (Minn. 1984).
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(6) the cumulative effect of the conduct or information
(7)

the evidence of rehabilitation

(8) the applicant's positive social contributions since the
conduct
(9) the applicant's candor in the admissions process
(10) the materiality of any omissions and misrepresentations.
Court's have permanently denied a bar applicant for admission as was
seen in In re Grossman. 57 The applicant demonstrated a continuing
course of untruthfulness which the Board of Commissioners on Character
and Fitness felt warranted a determination that Grossman not be permitted
to reapply for admission to practice law in Ohio. 58 Two additional cases
decided the same year by the same Ohio court resulted in drastically
different conclusions. In In re Piro,59 the court permitted the applicant
to reapply for admission the following year. In Office of Disciplinary
Counsel v. Williams,1 6° the court hearing evidence of an attorney's grand
theft and forgery convictions recommended indefinite suspension in light of
his unique psychological history. Distinguishing the Williams case as an
attorney disbarment, the Ohio court in one year varied widely their
conclusions regarding misconduct. It is imperative that courts continue to
look at the behavior of the applicant subsequent to the criminal conduct in
order to accurately predict future behavior. Of course, the specific criminal
conduct and whether it was isolated or a course of conduct are also relevant
factors in assisting the court in bar admission decisions. Although courts
are reluctant to grant conditional licensing of bar applicants, they should
consider instituting it in limited situations where careful monitoring of the
applicant's behavior is possible.
In In re H.H.S.,161, the Florida Board of Bar Examiners heard the
claim of a bar applicant who failed to file income tax returns.'62 The
dissent correctly concluded that the denial of admission to the Florida Bar
157. 613 N.E.2d 180 (Ohio 1993) (providing inaccurate answers regarding felony
conviction and disciplinary proceedings in another state provided to bar committee).
158. Id. at 182.
159. 613 N.E.2d 201 (Ohio 1993) (involving an Ohio bar applicant who failed to
disclose on law school admission application criminal charges and convictions was permitted
to reapply for admission in one year).
160. 607 N.E.2d 833 (Ohio 1993).
161. 373 So. 2d 890 (Fla. 1979).
162. In re H.H.S., 373 So. 2d 890 (Fla. 1979).
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was equivalent to permanent disbarment.163 Justice Adkins notes that in
attorney disbarment cases there is no burden on the subject attorney to
demonstrate his continuing fitness to practice, but the burden is placed on
the Florida Bar to demonstrate his lack of fitness by clear and convincing
evidence. 64 In contrast, during the bar admission process, the burden is
character. 65
placed on the applicant to demonstrate his or her moral
Although a bar applicant should have the initial burden to establish good
moral character, the burden must then shift to the bar examiners to prove
that the applicant's present conduct continues to fall below appropriate
standards of fitn'ess. The burden should be of clear and convincing evidence
that the applicant's present behavior will result in unacceptable conduct
towards clients and the judicial system. The more remote the inappropriate
behavior, the less likely the burden has been carried by the bar committee.
The situations involving isolated incidents of immoral or criminal conduct,
the less compelling the argument that prior misconduct will predict present
and future misbehavior.
E. CONDITIONAL ADMISSION

There are occasions when bar examiners feel compelled to monitor a
lawyer's progress in the area of moral fitness and for that reason desire that
an applicant be conditionally admitted to practice law. In at least four
states, Florida, Montana, New Jersey and Texas, bar examiners are permitted
to authorize such probationary admission with specific conditions placed on
the licensing to practice law. 66 However, such provisions are seen in only
a few states.
Under certain circumstances, a conditional admission is available, as is
67 Bar examiners in
seen in the Rules of the Supreme Court of Florida.
an applicant who suffers from
Florida are permitted to conditionally admit
61
problems.
psychological
or
drug, alcohol
163. Id. at 892.
164. Id. at 892. See Jerome Withered, Judging Fitness, 60 THE BAR EXAMINER 15
(1991).
. 165. In re H.H.S., 373 So. 2d at 892. See also Texas Board of Law Examiners v.
Malloy, 793 S.W.2d 753 (Tex. 1990). The manner in which the applicant answered questions,
as opposed to contents, is an insufficient ground to deny admission.
166. See In re Strait, 577 A.2d 149 (N.J. 1990) (authorizing an applicant with a history
of substance abuse be admitted, subject to certain conditions, including AA attendance,
random urine testing and to practice law only as a partner, shareholder, associate, employee
or under the supervision of a proctor who is a member of the New Jersey Bar).
167. Rules of the Supreme Court of Florida Relating to admission to the Bar, Florida
Board of Bar Examiners, Amended June 1992, Article III.B., Section 3.c.
168. Id.
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The Board of Bar Examiners of Texas are permitted to provide
probationary licenses to applicants who suffer from chemical dependency,
those convicted of or on probation for a first offense of driving while
intoxicated, or in other circumstances when the Board determines that the
protection of the public requires the temporary monitoring of the applicant. 16
In Texas, specific conditions of the probationary license are
determined and may include:
(1) prohibiting the use of alcohol or controlled substances;
(2) requiring treatment for chemical dependency;
(3) requiring the individual to practice law under the
supervision of an attorney admitted to the Texas bar;
(4) requiring submission to periodic, random drug
testing;
(5) requiring the individual to report periodically to the
Bar;
(6) requiring suspension, for any portion of the probationary period, of any activity for which a license to
practice law is required;
(7) requiring the individual to reside continuously in
Texas during the period of the probationary license, unless
for good cause shown, the Board waives such requirement; or
(8) requiring the individual to take specific actions
designed to cure or end any deficiencies in his or her
moral character and fitness, as determined by the
Board. 170
The monitoring of the conditionally admitted applicant is addressed in
Montana as the Committee on Character and Fitness of the State Bar of
Montana shall maintain jurisdiction over the applicant during the period of
conditional certification. 17' The length of a conditional or probationary

169.
of Texas,
170.
171.
Montand,

Rules Governing Admission to the Bar of Texas, Adopted by the Supreme Court
effective June 30, 1992, Rule XVI.
Id. at Rule XVI(c).
Rules of Procedure of the Committee on Character and Fitness of the State Bar of
Section 5, revised March 25, 1993.
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two years for applicants who suffer from
license is normally limited to 172
Texas.
in
dependency
chemical
Other bar examiners should consider conditional admission as has been
established in Florida, Montana, New Jersey and Texas. There are
compelling reasons to admit an applicant with a history of substance abuse
who can continue rehabilitation and treatment during the period of
conditional licensing. Under treatment, a person may have a higher chance
of success when they are gainfully employed in their chosen profession. A
lawyer who is currently receiving treatment for substance abuse and
continues to work will have a greater chance of success than to deny such
a person an opportunity to work. To engage in a fulfilling employment
endeavor will lead to a more successful recovery from substance abuse.
In cases involving applicants who have suffered from mental illness,
the provision of a conditional license should also be considered in appropriate cases.173 However, for applicants who have received mental health
treatment in the past and are demonstrating no significant behavior that
would jeopardize their ability to practice law appropriately, their application
for admission should be approved without condition. For those applicants
who continue to suffer a mental disorder and are currently receiving mental
health treatment, if in the opinion of the treating therapist the applicant is
capable of practicing law with careful monitoring, then conditional license
may be acceptable. Bar examiners should, however, only utilize conditional
license for applicants with a history of mental illness if there is a demonstrated need to monitor the applicant's behavior.
Bar examiners have attempted to list those factors that should be
considered in assessing prior conduct and behavior. For applicants who lack
the character and fitness to practice law by reason of criminal conduct,
mental illness, substance abuse, educational misconduct, dishonest conduct
in employment, or lack of candor in the bar application process, the
following is a list of factors that various bar examiners have considered in
reviewing past behavior:
(1) the applicant's age at the time of the conduct;
(2) the recency of the conduct;
(3) the reliability of the information concerning the
conduct;

172. Rules Governing Admission to the Bar of Texas, Rule XVI(d)(i), unless
temporarily extended by the Board.
173. New Jersey Regulations Governing the Committee on Character, 303.4c, which
permits conditional certification for applicant with mental illness or psychological disorder.
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(4) the seriousness of the conduct;
(5) the factors underlying the conduct;
(6) the cumulative effect of the conduct on information;
(7)

the evidence of rehabilitation;

(8) the applicant's positive social contributions since the
conduct;
(9) the applicant's candor in the admissions process;
(10) the materiality of any omissions or misrepresen74
tations;1
(11) the number of incidents (offenses), 75 i.e., whether
single, sporadic or repeated.
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROPER BAR APPLICATION INQUIRY

Bar examiners should be required to limit their inquiry in bar
applications in a variety of ways. Although it is recognized that the best
interest of clients and the future of the legal system are dependent on the
high moral and ethical standards of its lawyers, a screening process that
protects against unethical and criminal behavior of lawyers must be balanced
with the rights of bar applicants to practice law without unnecessary
government scrutiny. A number of limitations should be placed on bar
application questions, including:
(1) Limit all inquiry to behavior or conduct after applicant turns age 18.176

(2) Limit all inquiry to behavior or conduct within the
t 77
last five years.

174. Rules of the Supreme Court of Florida, Florida Board of Bar Examiners. Also
Rules of Procedure of the Committee on Character and Fitness of the State Bar of Montana,
items 1-10 above.
175. Connecticut Rules of the Superior Court and Regulations of the Bar Examining
Committee, item 11 above.
176. Prohibit all inquiry of an applicant when he or she was a juvenile, with one
limitation, permit inquiry as to criminal convictions or findings of delinquency of crimes that
would be considered a felony if committed by an adult.
177. But prohibit any inquiry prior to age 18, other than juvenile felony convictions.
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(3) Limit out-patient mental health treatment inquiry only
for treatment for a mental disorder. 7
(4) Limit out-patient mental health treatment inquiry that
occurred a minimum of three sessions.
(5) Limit all inquiry of educational misconduct to those
that occurred in college, law school or other post-secondary educational institutions after the applicant turned age
18.
(6) Limit all inquiry of criminal conduct to criminal
convictions for adult7 9misdemeanor or felonies or juvenile
felony convictions.
(7) Prohibit all inquiry as to applicant's marital status,
including inquiry into divorce proceedings and child
support arrangements. "
(8) Severely restrict inquiry as to an applicant's financial
condition, unless a showing is made that the applicant's
financial dealings involve dishonesty, fraud or deceit.
V. CONCLUSION

As bar examiners continue to investigate the background of bar
applicants, there must be limitations placed on delving into an applicant's
background. One must acknowledge the need to protect the public from
unethical lawyers, and further one must recognize the need to fully examine
an applicant's past, however, the inquiry must be in areas that are likely to
predict present and future ability to practice law.
Careful consideration must be given to respecting the rights of applicants
who possess a history of mental health and substance abuse treatment.
When treatment for mental or emotional instability, as well as substance
abuse has been provided which results in resolving such condition, bar
examiners should be hard pressed to demonstrate the need to know. On the

178. A mental disorder means a behavior or emotional illness that results from a
psychiatric or neurological disorder and that is described in the most recent version of the
American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual -,lental Disorders.
179. Prohibit inquiry of criminal arrests that did not result in convictions, and require
full explanation of convictions, including sentencing.
180. Restrict all inquiries as to applicant's marital status, divorce proceedings and child
support arrangements as they are not relevant to a lawyer's ability to properly practice law.
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other hand, appropriate questions regarding an applicant's behavior as it
related to honesty, respect for the law, candor towards bar examiners and
empathy for others are proper lines of inquiry. The guiding light should
place the burden on bar examiners to prove unfitness and to permit only
such questions that bar examiners can properly demonstrate are relevant in
predicting current and future ability to practice law.

